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1.0 Overview
The Mass Transit Agency (MTA) is developing the County of Hawai‘i's next generation Transit Master Plan
(TMP). The comprehensive TMP shall forecast a 20-year look ahead to the type of transit system that will
be required to meet Hawai‘i County's changing needs through 2036. The overarching objective of the TMP
is to identify what needs to be done to develop a high-quality transit system that is safe, reliable, friendly,
and accessible for all users.
The Transit Master Plan is the first for Hawai‘i County. The TMP will identify key corridors linking rural
communities and established performance standards for transit service. The TMP shall expand on that
work and include evaluation of rail modes, bus services, station design, capital infrastructure, and fare
structure. The TMP will integrate strategies for creating a transportation network which is designed and
operated to enable safe access for all users in Hawai'i County.
The TMP will be guided by and incorporate the following guiding principles:


Consider the movement of all people of all ages and abilities;



Consider all modes of transportation, but emphasize alternatives to the
automobile, including ride share, bicycle, and pedestrian accommodations;



Be cognizant of persons with disabilities and their modes of transportation
(coordinate with the Americans with Disability Act (ADA), and other regulations);



Set realistic priorities that are visionary, yet practical, measurable and
achievable;



Identify features of the transportation network or barriers that make it unsafe or
uncomfortable for all users including: transit users, pedestrians, cyclists, and
motorists;



Provide a means to measure existing safety, access and mobility, environmental
health and economic vitality - then provide tools to document change over time;



Be coordinated with the County of Hawai'i General Plan, other relevant Plans,
and State and County infrastructure improvement plans;



Be environmentally sensitive by reducing congestion, decreasing emissions, and
encouraging non-polluting modes of transportation;



Use the latest and best design criteria and guidelines while recognizing the need
for flexibility in balancing user needs;



Engage the community/stakeholders through public workshops and
presentations to establish consensus and broad support for a robust
transportation system; and,



Create a system that is safe, reliable, friendly, and accessible for all users,
providing mobility and appropriate technology.
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1.1.

About this Deliverable

Task 6 of the TMP scope of services includes seven subtasks. This deliverable includes:





Task 6.1 Future Service Alternatives
Task 6.2 Analyze Features, Benefits and Gaps of Service Alternatives
Task 6.3 Equipment Requirements are identified with each route proposal
Task 6.5 Divisions, this document identifies proposed divisions and transit hubs.

The remaining subtasks are:





Task 6.4 Schedules, this subtask will be completed along with subtask 6.6 following
approval of proposed services identified in this document.
Task 6.5 Divisions, Assignment of vehicles and operators of a new maintenance facility
will be accomplished with subtasks 6.4 and 6.6 following approval of proposed services
Task 6.6 Development of Public Schedules, this subtask will be completed in December
following community meetings and service approval.
Task 6.7 Phasing of Program Elements, this subtask will be discussed in Task 8, Financial
Plan

This deliverable is organized as follows:
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

Overview
Short Term Recommendations
Intermediate Recommendations – Service Proposals
Making the Service Proposals Work
Next Steps
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2.0 Short Term Recommendations
The County of Hawai‘i is vast, encompassing 4,028.02 square miles of land area. The County has diverse
climate, topography, and development patterns. Much of the land area is protected and rural. Because of
its terrain, settlement has mostly occurred along the coastal and some contiguous areas, with long swaths
of uninhabited and protected areas. The geographic features found within the County have a profound
influence on the distribution of population and employment and thus transportation provision. Major
employment areas are in Hilo and Kailua-Kona and the South Kohala Resort areas while residences are
spread throughout the island.

2.1.

Hele-On Current Services

Hele-On provides fixed routes serving all the Districts to varying degrees. Americans With Disabilities
(ADA) complementary paratransit service is provided in the urban Hilo and Kona areas. Hele-On also
provides a shared ride taxi program in Hilo.

Hele-On Fixed Routes

The Mass Transit Agency (MTA) operates fixed route service called Hele-On to most areas of the County.
The system map is shown in Figure 2-1. Thirteen routes are operated that can be classified into three
categories: Connector, Commuter, and Circulator.
Connector routes provide some circulation within
their originating community and destination;
however, their main function is to connect
communities to provide commute options. These
routes include Volcano, Pahoa, Honoka‘a, and
Kailua Kona connecting with Hilo; and, Pahala and
North Kohala-Waimea to Kailua-Kona.
Circulator routes provide circulation within their
established community. They connect at a
neighborhood hub or transit center after
completing their single cycle trip. Community circulators provide timed connections to
other circulators and connector routes. These routes stop at all local bus stops and
frequently operate with loops and branches. These routes include the three intra-Hilo
routes, the intra-Kona route, and the Waimea Shuttle.
Commuter routes serve predominantly home-to-work trips by connecting specific
neighborhoods to employment centers. These trips are provided in the peak period,
peak direction with minimal scheduled departures. These routes include the Hilo to SKR
trips and the North Kohala to South Kohala route.
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Figure 2-1. Hele-On System Map
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Short term recommendations are intended to be accomplished within a short amount of time or on a near
immediate basis. Recommendations range from improving customer service information to identifying
system performance measures. Some of the recommendations involve setting up programs or initiatives
that are meant to be ongoing data collection and monitoring activities. The objectives for these
recommended actions include:





2.2.

Improving Customer Information including public schedules and route identification
Improving Schedule Adherence
Improving Safety
Improving Service Design and Monitoring

Customer Information

Near term recommendations for customer information include updating the public maps and schedules,
updating the Hele-On web site, and developing information such that it can be easily incorporated into
programs or applications that can be accessed on computers and mobile devices.

Public Schedules and Route Identification

The majority of the bus routes do not have publicly identifiable route numbers as evidenced on the system
map shown in Figure 2-1. Table 2-1 presents the proposed numbering scheme for the Hele-On system.
Single digit numbers are major connector routes serving Hilo. Two-digit numbers are the remaining
connector and commuter routes. Three-digit numbers are the circulator routes with the 1st digit referring
to a geographic area. The number 1 references Hilo, 2 Kona, 3 Waimea, 4 Pahoa and so on. With this
scheme, it becomes clear that Routes 101, 102 and 103 serve Hilo, Route 201 serves Kailua-Kona, and 301
serves Waimea. Any new circulator routes would pick up on the number scheme. A new Pahoa circulator
would be Route 401. All buses, schedules, maps, and any other public information should use the same
route number and description. Route descriptions may be shortened to fit bus header and side signs.
The following discussion uses the Intra-Hilo
Kaumana route bus and public map as an
example. This bus pictured to the right has a
header sign; in some cases, the buses do not have
any identification as to which route it is operating.
The current route map for Kaumana is shown in
Figure 2-2. The map shows where the route
serves, but not all areas. It is difficult for a new
rider to determine which direction the bus is
traveling or where the bus stops. Major
destinations are not identified to match the
public schedule.
New route maps were developed as part of this TMP that show major trip generators. Arrows were added
to show route direction and dashed lines were added to show where route segments have limited service.
This is shown in Figure 2-3. Time points, shown with letters, match revised schedules so waiting
passengers know when the bus should arrive. These schematics were prepared for all Hele-On fixed routes
and submitted separately to the agency so they can be implemented immediately.
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Table 2-1. Proposed Route Numbering of Current Routes
ROUTE

DESCRIPTION

Hele-On
Reference

Number
of Trips

Proposed
Route
Number

Home
Transit
Center

Hilo/Kona

3 OW

1

MBT

Kona/Hilo

3 OW

2

none
currently

Hilo/Volcano

5 RT

10

MBT

Hilo/Pahoa/
Pohoiki

11 RT

40

MBT

Hilo/Honoka’a*

2 RT

60

MBT

Prince Kūhiō Plaza

1 RT

70

none

none

1 RT

75

none

9 RT

80

MBT/
Bayfront

Waimea,
Waikoloa Village
Honoka’a,
Waimea

3 RT

90

Pahala

Ocean View

8 RT

101

MBT

5 RT

102

MBT

2 RT

103

MBT

Intra-Kona*

6 RT

201

none

none

Waimea Shuttle

11 RT

301

Waimea

Honoka’a, MBT, Prince Kūhiō
Plaza

North KohalaSouth Kohala
North KohalaWaimea-Kona
Hilo/South
Kohala Resorts*
Pahala/South
Kohala Resorts
Intra-Hilo
Keaukaha
Intra-Hilo
Kaumana
Intra-Hilo
Waiakea-Uka*

*
OW
RT

Major
Intermediate
Stops
Waimea,
Honoka’a
Waimea,
Honoka’a
Kurtistown,
Kea’au
Kea’au, UH,
Prince Kūhiō
Plaza

UH, Prince Kūhiō
Plaza, Airport
UH, Prince Kūhiō
Plaza
UH, Prince Kūhiō
Plaza

Does not include trips operated by other routes.
One Way
Round Trip
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Extensions and Diversions
Prince Kūhiō Plaza
Kealia
Fern Acres, Ka‘ū
Pohoiki, Hawaiian Beaches,
Ainaloa, Hawaiian Paradise,
St. Joseph

none
none
Kaiser, HCC, West Hawaii Civic
Center
none
Kaumana City, Banyan Drive
Banyan Drive

Figure 2-2. Current Hele-On Bus Map for Intra-Hilo Kaumana
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Figure 2-3. Route 102 Intra-Hilo Kaumana Updated Map for Current Service
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Hele-On Website

Hele-On is doing a good job in notifying the public via the Hele-On website on daily updates impacting
service delivery. These updates include revised routing, trip cancellations, revised vehicle assignments,
and other news. As the website is redeveloped and expanded, passengers should be able to input their
contact information to receive service updates via email or text message.
The revised route maps should be made available on the website.
Hele-On recognizes that additional languages are necessary to impart information to passengers. The
website invites people to contact MTA for assistance via a phone number if information in another
language is needed. It would be more efficient to provide the information on the website as shown in
Figure 2-4 from Honolulu’s TheBus website.
Figure 2-4. Honolulu TheBus Website Language Availability

English

Chinese - 中文

Chuukese Kapasen Chuuk

Ilokano

Tagalog

Japanese 日本語

Laotian - ລາວ

Marshallese Kajin Majol

Spanish Español

Thai - ไทย

Vietnamese Tiếng Việt

Korean 한국어

The US Census reported for the County overall that 18.2 percent speak a language other than English at
home. For Hele-On passengers that percent is 33.3 percent (221 of 664 responding to the question on the
passenger survey conducted in March 2017). Interestingly only four percent (4%) of the passengers
indicated they spoke English less than well (27 of 671 responding to this question). The top languages
spoken by Hele-On passengers are similar to those reported by the US Census and should be a link on the
website:





Ilocano/Tagalog/Filipino
Hawaiian
Spanish
Marshallese

29.3%
15.2%
14.7%
13.0%

The website should be redesigned in the near term to prominently display a link to getting transit
directions. A rendition is shown in Figure 2-5. Additionally, MTA should provide each bus stop with a
unique number. Intending passengers would then be able to input the bus stop number into an App to
receive information on which routes serve that stop and when the next buses would arrive.
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Figure 2-5. Transit Direction Input Example

Get Transit Directions
Start:
Destination:
Leave or Arrive
Leave

Enter Start address
Enter Destination address
Date
9/3/2017

Time
4:24pm

Click to Get Directions

Developing App Ready Information

A number of steps are necessary to have the information necessary to develop a computer and mobile
device app. A couple of steps have been undertaken by this project. The updated route maps were
provided to MTA in a format compatible with app development. Additionally, known bus stops were
described with latitude and longitude coordinates provided as shown in the example below.
Major TimePoint/Bus
Stop/Intermediate Point
Mooheau Terminal
Aupuni_Ctr
Kilauea & Kohola & Hilo_ShopCtr

District
Hilo
Hilo
Hilo

Direction
terminal
hub
inbound

Lat_X
Long_Y
StopType
19.724008 -155.084596 shelter
19.71922 -155.07884 shelter
19.709982 -155.076215
sign

Route 1
Hilo-Kona
y
y
y

Bus stop coordinates were provided for each route. Since much of the system is accessed by flag stop,
major intersections were listed. As mentioned in the prior section, unique bus stop numbers should be
assigned to each bus stop. This will assist in the development of an information app that will let people
know where their bus is located.
One suggestion that MTA might pursue is joining Google Transit. Google Transit is lodged within Google
Maps. Google Transit states that their service is available for free to “Any agency that provides publicly
available transportation services and operates with fixed schedules and routes is welcome to
participate.” 1
There are different levels of interaction within Google Transit. The static level uses scheduled times to
indicate when a bus is due to arrive. Static does not provide real time information but relies upon
scheduled times. Data required for this service includes:




Agency information.
Calendar which includes service days (weekdays, Saturday, Sunday).
Calendar dates which identifies if no service is provided on holidays and identifies those
holidays or if weekend service is operated on holiday dates (specific dates).

Provided on Google Transit website:
https://support.google.com/transitpartners/answer/1111481?hl=en&ref_topic=3521043

1
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Fare attributes, describing fare media.
Fare rules by route (some systems have zone fares).
Frequencies identified by route.
Route descriptions including deviations.
Shapes include the shape files this project provided.
Stops includes the stop name, latitude and longitude.
Stop times which are pulled for the public schedules.
Transfers including are transfers allowed between stops and transfer time allowance.
Trips which identifies by route each trip operated. 2

Google Transit provides a step-by-step guide on how to provide the information in the required format.
The real-time capability requires an Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) system which allows for real time
updates, service alerts and vehicle positions. Since the real-time function requires an AVL system,
implementation may lag for funding.

2.3.

Schedule Adherence

Two short-term actions that are currently underway include updating the public schedules and upgrading
the fleet. Both of these issues were mentioned by the passengers during the passenger survey. Of the 818
comments hand written on the survey forms by the passengers, almost 33 percent were on these two
issues. New/More Buses/Buses that Don’t Break Down had 148 written comments and 120 comments
were in the Be on Time/Realistic Schedules category as shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6. Transit Direction Input Example
New, More Buses/Buses that Don't Break Down
Be on Time/Realistic Schedules
Access to Information/App/Update On-Line
More Frequency
Specific Route Request
Weekend/Holiday service
Driver Comment
Compliment
Marked Bus Stops
Comfort Related
Other
More Afternoon/Evening/Night Service
Fare Related
More Service
Shelters
Specific Stop Request
Stop and Other Safety

7
0

2

18
18
12
12
20

28
27
26

42
41
36

40

52

60

66

80

83
82

100

120

120

140

148

160

Provided on Google Transit website: https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/examples/gtfs-feed
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Public Schedules

On-time performance is a high priority for the agency. The two major areas of frustration are vehiclebreakdowns and schedules as expressed by riders.
The current public schedules were developed many years ago. Public schedules give estimated departure
times for major bus stops known as timepoints. The running times (which can be defined as the amount
of time it takes for buses to travel from one stop to another stop) have not been adjusted. Running time
is variable based upon certain factors. These include:














Route or route segment length
Number of bus stops
Number of passenger boardings
Number of passenger alightings
Time of day (peak period non-peak period)
Direction of travel
Number of intersections
Number of turning movements
Weather
Wheelchair and bicycle loading/unloading
Road construction and other obstacles; traffic accidents
Bus mechanical issues

Due to residential growth with resultant congestion and other factors listed above, buses are becoming
increasingly behind schedule. Some of the schedules are such that it is almost impossible for a bus to make
the trip in the allotted time. Revised schedules are being developed as part of the short-term
recommendations. Even with these schedules, however, some incidents occur which impact timely
performance. These revised schedules are being developed such that they are easy to read and
understand.
Revising schedules is not a one-time event. Schedules should be reviewed quarterly and adjusted
accordingly. The quarterly reviews are in addition to temporary reroutings due to road construction
activities. The vehicles should all have AVL transponders and monitoring system to allow supervisors to
monitor schedule performance. Monitoring allows supervisors to identify those areas that exhibit
consistent poor schedule performance. This should be done in concert with driver observations.

Upgrading Vehicle Fleet

Upgrading the vehicle fleet is one of MTA’s highest priorities. Passengers need to know their bus is going
to show up. Granted any bus, including new buses, can break down at any time. However, passengers
need to be assured that if their bus does break down, a replacement bus or alternative means will be
available within a reasonable amount of time. MTA’s service area is vast, what is considered reasonable?
No passenger should be stranded longer than 30 minutes without knowing when a replacement or other
transport will be arriving.
Generally, 30-foot buses or larger are planned for a 12-year life expectancy. These vehicles are built on
bus or heavy truck chassis. These vehicles frequently have longer life-spans with on-going maintenance
procedures, parts replacement and depending upon service terrain and use. Smaller vehicles built on SUV
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or smaller truck chassis such as paratransit or cutaway vehicles have a 7 to 9-year life depending upon
maintenance and use.
Knowing the average life span of their vehicle types, systems create bus replacement schedules. If a
system requires 20 larger buses in the peak period then they should be purchasing an average of two
buses a year to maintain an acceptable average fleet age. To maintain a state of good repair, the average
fleet age should be about half of the expectant life of the vehicles (average 6 years for the example).
Similarly, the smaller vehicles should have an average age of 3.5 to 4.5 years. Hele-On’s vehicles have an
average age of almost eleven (11) years. A suggested bus replacement schedule is presented in the Capital
and Financial Plan.

The cost of vehicles is usually split between the local jurisdiction at 20 percent and 80 percent federal
government funds when using federal funding opportunities. The County budget should include a
minimum of $150,000 a year as set aside for matching funds for vehicles. This set aside would match one
smaller vehicle (cutaway) and one 40-foot vehicle per year. Additionally, MTA may want to add to ongoing
Honolulu vehicle orders instead of individual procurements.
In addition to federal formula funding which MTA receives through the State, there are federal grant
programs that are made available periodically. These are competitive programs, that require an
application to be submitted. Receiving a grant award is not guaranteed, but MTA should apply when the
opportunities arise and MTA qualifies for the program. MTA should monitor for these new or continuing
grant opportunities as was recently done for the Buses and Bus Facilities Infrastructure Investment
Program. A good source to monitor for these opportunities is the American Public Transportation
Association (APTA). APTA’s website provides a wealth of transit related information and should be
monitored.

2.4.

Service Design Guidelines

MTA serves both small urban and rural areas. Service design guidelines are used so the agency has
guidance in developing new services or incorporating changes to existing services.
Fixed route network configuration is a very important factor in the manner in which potential riders
perceive the system. If it appears too complicated or takes too long to get to desired destinations, they
may never use transit. However, some complications are necessary to provide cost-efficient operations
that offer as much coverage to as many service area residents as possible.
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When fixed routes, flex services, zone services, and paratransit services are assembled into a complete
network, they should convey a public transportation service that operates effectively as a system. Given
the size and geography of MTA’s service area, it is apparent that the system has two areas (urban Hilo and
Kona) where transportation services are centralized. Connections from intermediate and outlying Districts
feed into these two major centers. The two centers are connected by Route 1, a northern route through
Waimea. The guidelines presented in the following paragraphs build upon this goal of strengthening the
overall system. They have also been used to assure a continuation of reasonable route design practices:
The following sections offer classic industry design guidelines currently used by many transit systems to
evaluate existing services and make warranted changes with some necessary customization to account
for the geographic, cultural, visitor and other attributes within the Hele-On Bus service coverage area.

Service Coverage

Service Coverage measures the extent to which the defined geographic area is being served. Service
coverage is commonly measured by the percentage of the population that resides within ¼ mile walking
distance of a bus stop. It is generally accepted that a user will walk a ¼ mile to reach a bus stop to use the
service. Hele-On riders frequently walk much longer distances. This measure is also known as service area
population in the National Transit Database (NTD). Examples of service coverage threshold standards
include:



Service Thresholds -- An area is considered “well-served” if a stop is no
more than ¼ mile from the passenger’s origin point and a minimum of
30 minutes of service frequency is provided. An area is considered
“served” if a stop is no more than ½ mile from the passenger’s origin
point and minimum of 60 minutes service frequency is provided
(Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority).



Coverage By Service Type -- The population should be considered as
“served” when it is within ¼ mile walking distance from a bus stop for
local service and ½ mile from express or rapid service (Milwaukee
County Transit System).



Service Coverage --A location is considered “served” if transit service
operates within ¼ mile of the location (San Antonio, Texas).

Route Structure

The following service design guidelines are based upon a review of industry best practices.
Route Alignment
Route alignment is determined based upon satisfying service directness design guidelines. Service
directness refers to the degree to which a route deviates from the shortest path between the start and
end points of the route. Service directness has an inverse relationship to service coverage, a route that
deviates provides greater coverage at the expense of directness, while a more direct route provides less
coverage to the benefit of those already served who have a subsequent destination.
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Transit agencies often provide standards for service directness so routes operate to maximize average
speed and minimize travel time for the majority of passengers being served. Agencies approach service
directness standards using several different methods. One method is to set a standard based on the ratio
of transit route distance to highway route distance. Examples include:





Route Alignment Ratio -- Transit routes will have no more than a ratio
of 1.5 of the transit fixed route length divided by the highway route.
Route Distance Percent Limit -- Transit route distances should not
exceed auto travel distances for the same trip by more than 20 to 40
percent.
Route Distance Mileage -- Transit routes should not be more than 50
percent longer in route mileage distance than a comparable route by
car (Madison Metro).

Another method used for service directness is to limit the time spent for deviations to some relationship
to the main service being provided. When considering a deviation, the gain in convenience for those
passengers who are boarding or alighting during the deviation must be balanced against the additional
travel time for the other passengers not using the services provided by the deviation, but who are forced
to endure the additional time needed to serve others. The temptation is to divert a bus for example the
Pahoa route from the main part of the alignment to serve another adjacent area such as Ainaloa.








Route Deviation Limits -- Route deviations will not exceed eight minutes
roundtrip and will only be permitted if the market potential is 10
passengers per roundtrip or greater (Massachusetts Bay Transit
Authority).
Route Deviation Time Limit -- Route deviations will be limited to five
minutes of additional travel time for a one-way bus trip (Transit
Cooperative Research Program).
Route Deviation Time Limit -- Route deviations from a direct path from
end-to-end of the route shall account for no more than ¼ of the end-toend travel time of the route (Denver RTD).
Route Deviation Added Time -- Route deviations should not have more
than three additional minutes of additional travel time for all through
passengers (Denver RTD).
Percent of Passengers Deviated --Route deviation passengers served
should be no less than 25 percent of the passengers affected by the
deviation (York, PA).

Transfer and Extensions
Another measure of service directness is the number of transfers required for a passenger to reach their
final destination. The more transfers required in a system, the longer an individual’s total travel time.
Transit systems reduce overall travel time by coordinating bus schedules to reduce wait times at key
transfer locations (also known as timed transfers). Hele-On does not currently have an excessive amount
of transfers.
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Timed transfers are not a substitute for direct service when the majority of the on-board passengers
between two routes have common destinations. A route should be extended when the majority of those
on-board desire to continue along the same path. Examples of standards for coordinating schedules and
setting transfer rates include:






Transfer Times -- Transfers between buses should be as convenient as
possible and efforts should be made to reduce patron travel time.
Circulator service should be scheduled to arrive no more than 10
minutes after the arrival of express buses (San Antonio, Texas).
Maximum Number of Transfers -- No more than 25 percent of transit
customers should require more than one vehicle to complete their trip
(Boston, Massachusetts).
Percent Not Transferring -- Direct local service must be made to 70
percent of riders and express service to 80 percent of riders (Federal
Transit Administration).

Interlining
A popular practice transit agencies use to reduce the amount of transfer activity is interlining. Interlining
is considered when two separate routes have a common transfer location and that specific pair of routes
are creating a large number of forced transfers. Interlined buses operate on both routes, allowing
passengers to remain onboard. Route frequencies and hours of service should be nearly identical and
combined run times should not exceed four hours for two routes to be potential candidates for interlining.
A typical standard would be that if the transfer rate is 20 percent or higher between two routes, then they
are potential candidates for interlining.
Route Configuration Options
The most effective route design guidelines use loops, branches and turnbacks to balance the length of the
route and the elapsed time required to serve that length with other transit service objectives. These route
configuration options are most often described as follows:








Loops -- may be included at the ends of a route. They should be
anchored by a time point at the beginning of the loop. The total
elapsed time to complete the loop should not exceed five minutes.
Branches -- may be included at the ends of a route. They should be
anchored by a time point at the common juncture of the two branches.
Only one branch should be served on each trip, typically resulting in
service headways equal to half of the trunk headway.
Turnbacks -- should be used when possible to increase service
frequency on trunk portions of routes where the majority of the route's
boardings occur on less than half of the route's alignment. The location
of the turnback should also be a time point.
Cycle times -- should be in clock headway intervals such as sixty-minute
increments including recovery time to allow for interlining and pulse
scheduling at transfer points. This is more important for the shuttle and
intra-community services, then the connector routes.
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Bus Stop Spacing
Bus stop spacing presents a quandary for transit operators: maximizing access to intending passengers
versus travel time impacting on-time performance. Customer satisfaction with bus stop spacing is tricky –
many want bus stops as close as possible to their origin or destination; while others want a faster trip
without excessive stopping.
A number of studies have found the optimal spacing to be four to five bus stops per mile for more urban
areas and two to three for more rural areas. This is with the proviso that spacing should be flexible in
areas with higher numbers of seniors and persons with disabilities and in areas serving tourists or
geographic and roadway considerations. Even with these considerations, bus stops should be placed
further than 660 feet apart.
Route Operations
Hele-On route operations were reviewed in the context of three route features: route span of service,
route frequency and route scheduling. The following service design guidelines are based upon a review of
industry best practices.
Span of Service is the number of hours and days when service operates. The span of service will usually
vary by route depending on service type, the day of the week and route performance. Generally, highperforming routes will have longer service spans, and weekday spans of service are longer than for
weekends.



Service Span -- When considering changes in a route’s service start or finish time, an
earlier or later trip should be considered if the first or last trip of the existing service
is performing better than 50 percent of the system average in passengers per
revenue hour (West Palm Beach, Florida).

Service frequency refers to how often buses arrive at a particular stop. Headways refer to the interval in
minutes between two successive bus departures. The terms are often used interchangeably. There are
two different aspects to consider when setting headways for transit: headway based on policy and
headways based on demand.




Policy-Based Headways -- The minimum base period policy headways for regularly
scheduled weekday service should be sixty minutes. The minimum evening or
Saturday policy headway is sixty minutes.
Demand-Based Headways -- Demand-based headways are established to provide a
sufficient number of trips to accommodate the maximum passenger volume within
the loading standards. Overcrowding of buses on a route is an indicator that either
larger vehicles need to be used or a demand-based headway should be instituted to
increase the overall capacity of the route.

Clock-face headways refer to setting headways to intervals that divide evenly by 60. For example, 12 or
15-minute schedules are used, but 13 or 17 minutes are not used. Clock-face headways help passengers
better predict bus arrival times at stops and eliminate the need for complex schedules, thus allowing
passengers to be less dependent on timetables. For example, at major transit hubs in Hilo and Kona,
routes should be on easy to remember and understand increments.
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2.5.

Performance Monitoring

Regular performance monitoring provides the information MTA needs to determine the effectiveness of
the system overall and of the individual services. It provides a historical benchmark for which the system
can compare itself and lets the decision-makers and public know how the system is performing against
goals and how it is improving.

The following performance measures are the most common used in the industry to assess system
productivity and to compare performance among services within the same category. It is important to
maintain data to track performance in each of the following measures. Some of these measures are
described using annual numbers, however, MTA should maintain and report data monthly.












Cost per revenue hour: Annual (monthly) operating costs divided by annual
(monthly) vehicle service hours.
Cost per trip: Annual operating costs divided by annual passenger boardings.
Cost per revenue mile: Annual operating costs divided by annual vehicle
service miles.
Passenger Trips per revenue hour: Annual boardings divided by annual
vehicle revenue hours. This measure does not include deadhead time.
Passenger trips per revenue mile: Annual passenger boardings divided by
annual revenue miles. This measure does not include deadhead mileage.
Passenger trips per vehicle trips: Annual passenger boardings divided by
annual vehicle trips. This measure is useful for monitoring commuter services
that have few trips.
Farebox recovery ratio: Percentage of operating costs for a route that are
recovered through the fares paid by the ridership. Minimum farebox
standard would be 20 percent.
On‐time performance: Defined as a bus being late by more than five minutes
or early by one minute.
Number of accidents per miles operated.

In addition to number of accidents per miles operated, the following monitoring mechanisms are typically
reported to track vehicle reliability and condition.








Vehicle miles per vehicle
Revenue miles per vehicle
Revenue hours per vehicle
Spare ratio
% of deadhead miles
Vehicle miles between service disruptions (road calls)
Average age of fleet

Transit User Group
A transit user group would be beneficial to MTA as the agency implements the TMP. The user group could
provide feedback from a transit rider’s perspective and assist MTA in communicating to riders. Initially,
meetings could occur every month transitioning to quarterly as new services become established.
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3.0 Intermediate to Long-Term Recommendations – Service
Proposals
Service proposals are presented by District in the next several pages. The proposals were developed based
upon the passenger survey, identified trends and issues, population and employment projections, needs
identified in the District Community Development Plan, and review of current operations. Some of these
proposals can be implemented in the near-term. These have route alignment adjustments but do not
require additional equipment. Those requiring additional equipment and perhaps bus operators are
identified as intermediate or longer-term recommendations.

3.1.

Transit Services

Current fixed route transit services cannot efficiently serve the County’s identified transit needs. Zoned
residential areas are too large, low-density, and frequently have poor roads. The connecting bus routes
operate with larger 40-foot vehicles on long bus routes so diverting into subdivisions with poor roads
negatively impacts system performance. Routes such as 10 and 40 serving Puna should not divert into
these low-density, low-ridership residential areas. These routes should remain on the main roads to
maintain a predictable schedule. Additional trips could then be added to these routes. Intending
passengers from the low-density residential communities would connect to the mainline bus routes using
new Flex or Zone services. Many systems throughout the County have turned to Flex and Zone services to
provide essential life-line services to their more rural populations. These service types are described in
the following sections.

Flex Services

Flex services are bus routes that operate on an identified public schedule. However, Flex services can
divert or “flex” off the route to pick up or drop off passengers that are within the Flex service area. This
Flex area is defined as up to ¾ mile off the route. The Flex area should be reassessed after one year of
service. It may be possible to enlarge the Flex area or if passenger usage is high, realign the route to
provide main route service in areas that are showing consistent off-route service demand.
Reservations are required for off-route stops. Reservation hours are 7:45 AM to 5:00 PM (similar hours of
scheduling as the ADA Paratransit reservations). Flex service has the same cancellation and no-show
policies as the ADA Paratransit service as it provides the ADA Paratransit service for the area.
Flex service uses smaller buses geared for ADA Paratransit service although the service is available for all
passengers. The smaller buses are better able to divert
into subdivisions that have poorer road conditions;
although, Flex and Zone service will only operate on
navigable paved roads.
Flex services are not long-haul routes. Passengers will
transfer at major hubs, superstops or other bus stops if a
hub is not nearby to Connector routes to continue their
trip. The hierarchy of bus stops (hub, superstop, bus stop)
and their amenities is discussed in Chapter 4. Stops that
passengers will use to transfer to main line routes are
identified in the service maps. Days of service for Flex routes will generally be five to six days a week.
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Figure 3-1. Flex Service Example

Zone Services

Zone service provides limited transit service within rural areas in the County. Similar to Flex service, there
are no eligibility requirements for using zone service. Anyone within the identified zone area can request
a ride as shown in Figure 3-2. Service, however, is only available to each zone on certain days of the week,
generally one or two days a week. As with Flex service, reservations are required with the same
requirements as ADA services.
Zone service provides an opportunity for residents to access shopping, medical, and business services at
least once or twice a week. Trips are schedules around time periods that passengers can access nearby
businesses or transfer to Connector routes. For example, trips would occur once in the morning and twice
in afternoon. Service would be evaluated after one year. If demand is high and consistent, then the service
would graduate to Flex services and potentially into the future, fixed route hub and spoke services.
Figure 3-2. Zone Service Example for Kau
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Hub and Spoke Service Design

As has been described, the Hele-On service area is vast. Hele-On needs to redesign connector routes to
provide a more predictable on-time performance so the majority of passengers can be assured the bus
will arrive. By doing so, Hele-On will also attract new riders and win back past passengers. Converting
services in Puna and Kona to hub-and-spoke will provide that predictability. Hubs are a centralized
location within a specific service area. The hub generally has a number of passenger amenities including
information, shelter, benches, bicycle storage, restrooms, security, and lighting. Some have parking
available and others have concessions such food. Hubs are a location for taxis, Uber, Lyft and demandresponse services to meet buses to continue passenger trips.
The hubs are served by transit routes or “spokes.” The spokes are those localized routes providing
neighborhood connections to the hubs. Passengers are able to transfer to other routes to continue their
trip. Figure 3-3 shows the hub-and-spoke service for Kona.
Figure 3-3. Hub and Spoke Example

The routes will serve a hierarchy of bus stops: basic local bus stop, primary local bus stop, park and ride
lot, satellite hub, and hub. These stops and associated potential amenities are discussed further in Section
4.1 starting on page 43.
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3.2.

Hilo

Hilo is the major hub for services, education, and jobs. It is expected to maintain its importance in
providing those jobs and services. Hilo is currently a hub for transit services which will become even more
important into the future. Figure 3-4 shows how the Hilo routes serve the urban area. Each route is
represented with a different color. The three routes are supplemented with Routes 10 and 40 connecting
from Pāhoa and Volcano and the South Kohala Resorts and Honoka’a routes arriving from the north.
Figure 3-4. Hilo System
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Route 101 Keaukaha serves the airport with eight trips. Two alignment changes are proposed for the
route. One is the deletion of service along Baker Avenue (shown in red) and the addition of service to
North Hilo (shown in green). The route currently ends at Kings Landing at 5:40 PM. It is proposed that the
route complete the trip to the Mo’oheau Bus Terminal ending service at 6:05 PM. In addition, it is
proposed service to Kings Landing occur every other trip providing a quicker trip from the Airport to MBT.
On those trips, the route would continue to North Hilo via Kamehameha Avenue serving the Bayfront Park
and Ride, left on Kilauea Avenue to Keawe, continuing on to Puueo Street, left onto Kauila Street, left onto
Waimaku Street and returning to MBT via Wailuku Drive, Kinoole Street, and Waianuenue Avenue.
Together with Route 103, this alignment will provide service from the park and ride lot through Downtown
Hilo. Route 101 is presented in Figure 3-5.
Figure 3-5. Hilo Route 101 Keaukaha

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

6:30 AM to 6:05 PM; Monday through Saturday
80-minutes; 60-minutes
9
1 40-foot - can be operated with cutaway (smaller vehicle).
Near-term. Change schedules, passenger notification.
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Route 102 Kaumana has two distinct service areas. One serves Waianuenue Avenue and Kaumana Drive.
The second service area provides service to Prince Kūhiō Plaza (PKP). Six trips depart MBT for the
Waianuenue Avenue service and five serve PKP. Three of the PKP trips continue service on the WaiakeaUka Route.
Changes in alignment are suggested for Route 102. The service to Kaumana City is proposed to be deleted.
No passengers were observed using this almost six-mile extension and drivers indicated that it was normal
to have no passengers on that route segment. The deleted route segment is shown in red in Figure 3-6.
Deleting this route segment eliminates a required back up maneuver on Pakelekia Street at Nolemana
Street. The shared ride taxi program or transportation network companies (Lyft and Uber) would provide
a more efficient option for any passengers.
Figure 3-6. Hilo Route 102 Kaumana

The second alignment change extends the route along Komohana Street and turns left onto Mohouli
Street continuing with a left onto Kinoole Street and a right onto Ponahawai Street to return to MBT. The
proposed alignment is shown in green. This alignment change would provide service to the Mohouli Senior
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Residences and other unserved residential streets along Mohouli, and provide service to St. Joseph’s
School from Kinoole Street. New bus stops (with minimum sign and bench) should be added on:
Komohana Street on the far side of Ponahawai Street
Mohouli Street near the senior residences
Mohouli Street and Kapiolani
Kinoole Street at Office of Aging
Kinoole Street nearside of Hualalai (St. Joseph’s)
Kinoole Street nearside of Ponahawai Street
Kilauea Avenue nearside of Pauahi Street
An additional alignment change is suggested for all
routes traveling inbound from PKP to MBT via the
University. Instead of circling around Aupuni (with three added turning movements), the bus remains on
Kilauea Avenue serving a new bus stop (sign, shelter and bench).
Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

7:15 AM to 5:30 PM; Monday through Saturday
90-minute
7
1 smaller “cutaway” vehicle
Near-term. Change schedules, passenger notification.
Stop sign installation may take longer and require notification of
nearby residents.

Route 103 Waiakea Uka currently has five trips, three of which are operated by the Kaumana Route. One
additional trip is added at 1:30 PM. Two alignment changes are shown in Figure 3-7. Observations and
discussions with drivers indicated that the Gym did not receive passengers and serving the gym requires
a backup maneuver. Instead, it is suggested the route continue on Haihai Street to Kupulau Road.
The other routing suggestion is to have the route continue service
on Kilauea Avenue to Keawe, continuing onto Puueo Street, left
onto Kauila Street, left onto Waimaku Street and returning to MBT
via Wailuku Drive, Kinoole Street, and Waianuenue Avenue. This
alignment was suggested in the Downtown Hilo Multimodal Master
Plan (DHMMP), Public Review Draft, January 2017.

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

6:45 AM to 5:30 PM; Monday through Saturday
90-minute
6
1 smaller “cutaway” vehicle
Near-term. Change schedules, passenger notification.
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Figure 3-7. Hilo Route 103 Waikea Uka

Route 1 Hilo-Kona and Route 2 Kona-Hilo has minor routing changes to take advantage of the new Kona
hub (see discussion starting page 34) and the new bus stop on Kilauea Avenue to avoid the circling onto
Aupuni Street. This is a long trip from Kona (or south of Kona) to Hilo. However, if a person is on the first
trip leaving Kona to Hilo, then they will have about three hours to take care of business or appointments
before the return leaves PKP at 1:10 PM or MBT at 1:30 PM. This route was given the Route 1 and 2
designations as they link the two major centers of the County. Figure 3-8 shows the entire alignment and
Figure 3-9 shows the route insets providing more detail in the communities.
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Figure 3-8. Route 1 Hilo-Kona

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:

3:40 AM to 7:00 PM; Monday through Saturday
N/A
3 roundtrips; one is also listed as Intra-Kona and one is listed on
the Hilo-South Kohala Resorts schedule
2 40 to 45-foot vehicles plus 1 SKR vehicle.

Implementation

There are 10 Hele-on buses required for the Hilo to South
Kohala Resorts commuter trips including the 1 that is also on
the Hilo-Kona schedule (3:35 AM departure from Bayfront
parking). This SKR route would stop at the Kona International
Airport. There are a total of 12 buses providing 12 roundtrips.
Near term: Change schedules, passenger notification.
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Figure 3-9. Hilo-Kona-Route Insets

3.3.

Hāmākua

Most of the population in Hāmākua is located in villages along both sides of Highway 19. The major road
connection is Highway 19 – Mamalahoa Highway. Most residential access is from mauka/makai streets
that are not through streets and many are not suitable for transit provision.

Current bus service, is provided mostly by the Hilo-South Kohala Resorts (SKR)/Kona commuter trips
traveling along the highway. However, many of these trips are already full and have limited seats for
additional passengers. The limited number of seats has been impacted recently by the continuous
canceling of one of the SKR trips. The Hilo/Honoka’a schedule indicates there are 13 trips to and 13 trips
from Honoka’a to Hilo. All but two of the trips from Honoka’a are provided by these other routes.
Figure 3-10 shows that the Honoka’a Route 60 (service not provided by other routes) be converted to flex
service. The route would operate along the main alignment as shown, however, it would be able to divert
or “flex” off the route up to ¾ mile to pick up passengers that have made a reservation. Reservation
procedures are the same as the ADA paratransit service. The flexing allows Hele-On to expand paratransit
service while maintaining a public posted schedule.
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Figure 3-10. Route 60 Hilo-Honoka’a

It is approximately 42 miles from Honoka’a to MBT, one way. Current schedules lists about 50-minutes to
one hour for the buses to complete that trip. This is not realistic requiring buses to operate averaging 42
miles per hour. The flex service is designed for a 4-hour round trip, allowing time for the vehicle to divert
off the route.
Another advantage of offering flex service is that MTA can partner with churches or other organizations
that usually do not have maximum use of their parking lots during the weekdays. Commuters can park in
these facilities and schedule the bus. Since most churches are off the main highway, this approach allows
greater flexibility in providing commuter options. The following organizations may prove interested:
Paukaa – Jehovah’s Witness located at Woa Road and Kulana Street
Papaikou – Hongwonj Mission located at Mamalahoa Highway and Old
Mamalahoa Highway
Pepeekeo – First Assembly of God located at Old Mamalahoa Highway and
Kulaimano Road
Paauilo – St. Columba’s Episcopal Church located at Hauola Lane
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Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

5:00 AM to 7:00 PM; weekdays
240-minute
4
1 smaller “cutaway” vehicle (additional vehicle)
Intermediate to long-term a second vehicle may become
necessary.
One additional SKR trip to start service at MBT (4:50 AM trip)
bypassing Bayfront Park and Ride Lot. This trip may need to be
adjusted to start in North Hilo if bus does not have capacity for
passengers along the coast. Review possibility of using Saddle
Road for some SKR trips. This would save about 30 to 45
minutes of travel time but safety concerns for a fully loaded bus
need to be thoroughly investigated.
Change schedules, passenger notification, set up dispatch call
center or extend contract with A2B Transportation. This route
would be operated by Hele-On but it could be contracted to
A2B or similar.

3.4.

North Kohala

The North Kohala community is rural and residents desire to keep development to a minimum. Densities
are low, with a few towns offering some services. Residents commute to jobs and major shopping areas
outside the District as there are few available within the District.

North Kohala is served by two transit routes that would emanate from a future Kona maintenance facility.
Each route provides one round-trip daily. One route is a commuter run from North Kohala to the South
Kohala Resorts (Route 70-Figure 3-11). The second route, North Kohala-Waimea-Kailua-Kona (Route 75Figure 3-12) has a dual purpose of providing school trips from North Kohala to Waimea, then continuing
to Kona for shopping opportunities. Both routes operate Monday through Saturday, although the North
Kohala/Waimea/ Kailua-Kona route does not serve Waimea on Saturdays.
A third route provided limited service from North Kohala to Waimea three days a week. This route was
cancelled in 2016 following the demonstration period due to low ridership. Passengers commented during
the passenger survey that not enough time was provided for those intending to shop or eat in Waimea on
that third route. It is suggested to add Waimea into a revised North Kohala/Waimea/Kailua-Kona Saturday
trip that would offer several hours in Waimea for passengers.
There are no changes recommended for Route 70 North Kohala to South Kohala Resorts. There are four
suggestions for Route 75 North Kohala – Waimea – Kailua Kona. Three are near term that can be
implemented quickly:





Serve the Kona International Airport in both directions. In addition to serving the
airport, passengers will have the opportunity to transfer to Route 203 at this location.
Serve a new Kona Hub “Makaeo Transit Hub” located at the entrance to the Old
Airport Regional Park. The hub is accessed by Kuakini Highway at Makala Street.
Add Waimea to the Saturday trip. This will impact the running time by 45 minutes.
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The fourth suggestion for Route 75 is to consider flex service for the North Kohala segment of the
alignment (shown in Figure 3-12). This would be a long-term recommendation only to be considered if
requests for service are continuous and the service has proven successful in other locations (Puna and
Hāmākua).
Figure 3-11. Route 70 North Kohala-South Kohala

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

6:20 AM to 5:35 PM; Monday through Saturday
N/A
1
1 40-foot vehicle
No change to service
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Figure 3-12. Route 75 North Kohala-Waimea-Kailua Kona

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

6:45 AM to 4:55 PM; Monday through Saturday
N/A
1
1 40-foot vehicle
Near term – add Kona International Airport, add Kona Hub, add
Waimea Saturday service. Change schedules, passenger
notification.
Long-term - set up dispatch call center or extend contract with
A2B Transportation. This route would be operated by Hele-On
but it could be contracted to A2B or similar.
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3.5.

South Kohala

South Kohala has five bus routes running through the District, Routes 1/2, 70, 75, 80, and 90. These routes
serve both South Kohala residents and businesses. Route 301 Waimea provides service wholly within the
District in Waimea as shown in Figure 3-13. Currently the route provides 11 trips with 60-minute service.
The route has limited ridership and is a candidate for restructure. It is recommended that the route
convert to flex service. This will accommodate ADA paratransit trips which are required as complementary
service to a fixed route. Providing more flexible service may also prove to encourage more ridership as
the service area is expanded. The hours of service are similar but the number of trips are reduced to 7.5
operating with 90-minute headways to accommodate flexing off the route.
Figure 3-13. Route 301 Waimea

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

6:30 AM to 5:30 PM in Waimea; Monday through Saturday
90 minutes
7.5
1 smaller “cutaway” vehicle
Intermediate to long-term. Change schedules, passenger
notification, set up dispatch call center or extend contract.
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3.6.

Kona

Current transit service within Kona is complicated. Kona is served by the North Kohala-Waimea-KailuaKona Route (1 roundtrip), the Pahala to South Kohala Resorts route (3 roundtrips), the Hilo-Kona Route (3
roundtrips) and the Intra-Kona Route. The Intra-Kona Route incorporates the trips of the other three
routes into its schedule. Timepoints or major locations in the greater Kona area are served intermittently.
There is no single location in Kona where an intending passenger can access the various routes and find
information on the system.
Further confusing the situation in Kona is that the Intra-Kona route may be served by different providers
(changing day to day) that do not have bike racks, selected trips may be cancelled, and certain destinations
may not be served as scheduled. This situation is due to a lack of operating buses which points to a need
to establish a second maintenance facility (intermediate or longer-term solution) or contract with one of
the private tour companies (short-term) that have a functioning maintenance facility in Kona.
However, Kona continues to grow and will continue to grow. The Kona and Hilo Districts currently provide
almost the same number of jobs for County residents. By 2040, Kona will provide 25 percent more jobs
than Hilo. Development is expected to continue for both residential and commercial contributing to
further congestion and commute times. For example, Kamakana Villages is a 2,330-home project being
developed along Palani Road and Ane Keohokalole Highway (which will be served by Route 203).
Developing a transit system focused on Kona will provide an alternative for residents and visitors alike.
The hub and spoke system for Kona is shown in Figure 3-14. Instead of one route providing a myriad of
routing possibilities, a system approach allows the routes to expand with continuing development. Visitors
have a difficult time understanding how to use the current bus system. The hub and spoke system requires
additional buses to be fully implemented with a minimum of 60-minute service on the routes. However,
the principles of the system can be started with less frequent service.

Near to intermediate-term implementation requires 3 buses to service the system; one for each route.
Route 201, South Kona will operate on 2-hour headways with service starting in Kona at 7:00 AM and in
Captain Cook (Yano Hall) at 8:00 AM. Earlier trips are provided by Route 1 Hilo-Kona and Route 90 Pahala
to South Kohala Resorts. Route 201 terminates at the new “Makaeo Transit Hub” located at the entrance
to the Old Airport Regional Park. The hub is accessed by Kuakini Highway at Makala Street. Amenities
need to be added to this site, but it is workable for the near-term. Routes 202 and 203 provide 90-minute
service in clockwise and counterclockwise loops. The routes terminate at the Makaeo Transit Hub and at
the Kona International Airport where they are interlined into two one-way loops.
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Figure 3-14. Intra Kona Hub and Spoke System

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

7:00 AM to 9:00 PM; Monday through Saturday
Route 201 - 120 minutes
Routes 202 and 203 - 90 minutes
Route 201 – 7
Routes 202 and 203 – 9
Route 204 – 9 (7:00 AM to 7:00 PM)
4 30 to 40-foot vehicles, can be served with “cutaway” vehicles
Near term: Change schedules, passenger notification if vehicles
are available.
Intermediate to long-term: Add additional route to serve
between the Hub and Keauhou Shopping Center via Kuakini
Highway (Route 204). Develop Transit Hub adding passenger
amenities including real-time information, restrooms, bike
storage, bike share, security, and perhaps other concessions.
Long-term: As Kona continues to grow, add frequency requiring
additional buses and operators.
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3.7.

Ka‘ū

Ka‘ū District is considered an underserved area. Housing is affordable and lots have been zoned. By 2040,
the percent growth in housing units is expected to be 93 percent. Ka‘ū District has very few jobs available.
Ka‘ū has the second lowest number of jobs as compared to the other districts; this will not change.
Residents must commute long distances to access both jobs and other services.
Hele-On provides commuter service to Ka‘ū residents. One roundtrip is provided to Hilo and three
roundtrips are provided to Kona/South Kohala Resorts. One park-and-ride lot located in Ocean View is
used by both Hele-On commuters and school bus passengers. This is a basic lot with no amenities,
including lighting or restroom facilities.
With its rural, isolated area, housing is affordable, although
spread out. This attracts residents who have limited resources.
It also makes serving this vast area difficult. Many roads are
private, in poor repair, and some are gated. Challenges to
providing a transit circulator or loop route include the large
blocks that were laid out in Ocean View. These blocks are .25mile square and encompass almost all of the community.

Ka‘ū has two bus routes serving the District: Route 10 Ka‘ū –
Volcano – Hilo and Route 90 Pahala – South Kohala. Route 10
has one roundtrip provided daily starting at the Ocean View
park and ride lot. Route 90 provides three roundtrips starting in Pahala.
The majority of service recommendations for Ka‘ū are intermediate or longer-term as they require
additional vehicles. Near term recommendations include minor alignment changes for Route 90. Route
90 will take advantage of the hub location in Kona as shown in Figure 3-15. Route 90 will serve the Kona
International Airport on all trips, but will no longer divert to HCC or Kona Palisades (these destinations will
be served by new Route 203.
Intermediate to long-term recommendations include adding one additional round trip on Route 90 and
two roundtrips between Ocean View and Volcano. On Mondays and Wednesdays, zone service (Zone 3)
will be available to anyone within the zone (that has clear, safe access and paved roads). As with
paratransit and flex services, intending passengers need to make a reservation for the pickup and return
trips. Trips will be grouped within the zone so passengers have the opportunity to reach the main route
between Ocean View and Volcano.
It is expected that the zone service will gauge the public’s demand for additional transit services or service
days. A one-to-two-year trial period should be implemented after which a review of the service utilization
should be conducted. Requests for community circulation within the communities of Ka‘ū have been
made. Zone service will allow MTA to see where service is used and in the longer term perhaps upgrade
to flex service with more service days. The zone service will share the vehicle with two other zones to
start. If additional service days become necessary, then another vehicle would be added assuming all zone
services continue to operate.
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Figure 3-15. Route 90 Pahala to South Kohala

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:

Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

3:30 AM to 7:45 PM; Monday through Saturday
N/A
3 – Pahala to South Kohala
Intermediate or long term 1 - additional trip Pahala to Kona Hub
(10 AM departure); intermediate-long term zone demand
response on Mondays and Wednesdays (same description on
Route 10)
3 40-foot vehicles
1; additional 30 to 40-foot vehicle
1; cutaway (additional) ADA vehicle Mondays and Wednesdays
Near term: Change schedules, passenger notification
Intermediate to long-term: Upgrade Ocean View park and ride
lot. Change schedules, passenger notification, set up dispatch
call center or extend contract with A2B Transportation. This
service would be operated by Hele-On but it could be
contracted to A2B or similar.
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Figure 3-16. Route 10 Ka‘ū – Volcano – Hilo and Zone Service

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:

Implementation

6:40 AM to 5:15 PM; Monday through Saturday (Ocean View)
N/A
1 - Ocean View to Hilo near-term
2 - trips Ocean View to Volcano; intermediate-long term
Demand response on Mondays and Wednesdays (Zone)
1 40-foot vehicles, near term
1; additional 30 to 40-foot vehicle (can use smaller cutaway)
1; cutaway (long term) to serve Fern Forest and Hawaiian Acres
1; cutaway (additional) ADA vehicle Mondays and Wednesdays
Near term: Change schedules, passenger notification. Identify
connecting services on maps.
Intermediate to long-term: Add service to Fern Forest and
Hawaiian Acres. Upgrade Ocean View park and ride lot. Change
schedules, passenger notification, set up dispatch call center or
extend contract with A2B Transportation. This service would be
operated by Hele-On but it could be contracted to A2B or
similar.
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3.8.

Puna

Puna’s population is expected to continue to grow. Puna, has more affordable housing and is within an
acceptable distance from Hilo than other districts. Puna has a couple of towncenters including Pāhoa,
Kea’au, Kurtistown, and Volcano. New development is proceeding in Pahoa. Puna Kai is
underdevelopment and will provide 103,600 square feet of retail and business space. This new
construction, will add a transit stop in addition to road extensions. It would be ideal to carve out space for
a larger Pahoa hub to include a secure park-and-ride lot. Comments during the CDP process included
residents indicating they would share rides and park to access the bus if a secure location were available.
Partnering with the new development to provide security would increase transit ridership and allow
passengers to shop at the development on the way to transit or from transit.

In the near-term a temporary hub could be located on Kahakai Boulevard between Pahoa Bypass Road
and Pahoa Village Road. Buses would remain on-street in this near-term scenario. Working with adjacent
businesses may provide the opportunity for shared security and shared use of parking spaces for park and
riders. Two passenger shelters should be scheduled for this location. In the intermediate and longer-term,
the new Puna Kai development may offer an off-road hub where expanded amenities can be added.
Puna is served by two Hele-On bus routes: Route 10 Ka‘ū-Volcano-Hilo and Route 40 Hilo-Pāhoa-Pohoiki.
Both routes are frequently behind schedule due to congestion and route length. Route 10 has one
diversion to Fern Acres which is recommended to be provided by a new Route 403 (which shares a vehicle
with Route 402), shown in Figure 3-17. This will allow Route 10 to remain on the highway. The roads in
Fern Acres are not geared for the larger buses. Routes 10, 40 and 403 will serve a future park and ride lot
in Kea’au proposed by the Office of Planning, State TOD/TRD Strategic Plan. The site for the potential park
and ride lot is approximately .18 miles west of the Kea’au Post Office. This will be a good location for flex
and zone services in the region to meet for passengers to transfer.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, zone service (Zone 2) will be available to anyone within the zone (that has
clear, safe access and paved roads). As with paratransit and flex services and as discussed for Zone 3,
intending passengers need to make a reservation for the pick-up and return trips. Trips will be grouped
within the zone so passengers have the opportunity to reach the main route for a timed connection.
It is expected the zone service will gauge the public’s demand for additional transit services or service
days. A one-to-two-year trial period should be implemented after which a review of the service utilization
should be conducted. Zone service will allow MTA to see where service is used and in the longer term
perhaps upgrade to flex service with more service days. The zone service will share the vehicle with Zones
1 and 3 to start. If additional service days become necessary, then another vehicle would be added
assuming all zone services continue to operate. Zone 1 will have service on Fridays. One day is suggested
since the proposed flex services as shown in Figure 3-18 cover a majority of the area.
The Pahoa oriented flex service should be implemented to serve ADA qualified passengers and to keep
Route 40 on schedule by remaining on the highway and not diverting into the neighborhoods. One
additional bus is required to make the hub and spoke system work in Pahoa.
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Figure 3-17. Route 10/Route 403 Ka‘ū – Volcano – Hilo and Zone Service

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:

Implementation

6:10 AM to 6:55 PM; Monday through Saturday
N/A
5 – Volcano to Hilo near-term
Demand response on Tuesdays and Thursdays (Zone 2)
1 40-foot vehicle, near term
1; cutaway (additional) ADA vehicle Tuesdays and Thursdays
(same vehicle as used on Mondays and Wednesdays Zone 3)
1; cutaway (additional) ADA vehicle for Route 403 shared with
Route 402; additional vehicle will be needed if service is
expanded to Fern Forest and Hawaiian Acres.
Near term: Identify connecting services on maps.
Intermediate to long-term: Change schedules, passenger
notification, set up dispatch call center or extend contract with
A2B Transportation. This route would be operated by Hele-On
but it could be contracted to A2B or similar.
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Figure 3-18. Route 40/401/402 Pahoa Service Area

Span of Service:
Headways:
Number of Trips:
Number of Vehicles:
Implementation

5:20 AM to 10:45 PM; Monday through Saturday
75-minute with implementation
15 trips Route 40
21 trips Flex
Demand response Zone 1 on Fridays
2 30 to 40-foot vehicles, near term
3-cutaways for flex services
1; cutaway (additional) ADA vehicle Fridays (shared)
Near term: Change schedules, passenger notification. Identify
connecting services on maps. Formalize temporary hub/bus
stop and start discussions with Puna Kai Development.
Intermediate to long-term: Change schedules, passenger
notification, set up dispatch call center or extend contract with
A2B Transportation. These routes would be operated by HeleOn but could be contracted to A2B or similar.
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4.0 Making the Service Proposals Work

The prior chapter identified several service proposals that can be implemented with limited resources or
a short lead time. These include minor alignment changes and adding bus stops in areas that are
considered “bus stop read” in that there is safe access and a location to post a bus stop sign.
Other recommendations include adding new service models: flex and zone services. While these life-line
services are necessary for residents they do require additional personnel and procedures. These services
operate as ADA Complementary Paratransit service and therefore require advance reservations. Other
recommendations including new routes such as in Kona will need buses that the current operation does
not have available. The following provides a discussion of ancillary services that are necessary to meet the
proposed vision:

Create a high-quality multi-modal transportation
system that provides safe, reliable, convenient,
environmentally responsible, and cost-effective
mobility choices that meet the needs of our
residents and visitors.

4.1.

Hubs

There are two types of facilities that have been identified that are more than the typical bus stop and park
and ride lot:




Transit Hubs; major multi-modal facilities centering hub and spoke services. One is
located in Hilo at the MBT, another located in Kona at the Old Airport, and the third
is located in Pahoa on Kahakai Boulevard between Pahoa Bypass Road and Pahoa
Village Road. These hubs will have the full array of services available:
Satellite Hubs; have many of the features of hubs but are smaller in nature. They
should have electronic real-time information, as well as passenger shelters, lighting,
benches,

The three major hubs incorporating multi-modal centers would be located in Hilo, Kona, and Pahoa. Hilo
has a multi-modal center at MBT with Hele-On, taxi, information center, restrooms, seating, security,
parking, and private operators (such as Hoppa-On Hoppa-Off) serving the facility. However, real time
electronic information, secured bike parking, bike share, and potentially car share are missing. Having real
time information both electronically posted at specific sites and via an internet APP is an important piece
of making the system work. The information center and phone system closes by 5:00 PM, so other options
for determining where your bus is located and when it might arrive is essential.
Kona needs a centralized, easily accessed hub to serve the growing area. The location for a Kona hub that
is centrally located is at the Old Airport area. This has been given the name of Maka’eo Transit Hub and
has been identified as an important element of a new transit oriented development (TOD): Maka’eo
Village. Incorporating a transit hub into a TOD development allows concession stands and other mixed
uses.
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Figure 4-1. Example Concession
Satellite
Hubs
provide
information,
secure
bike
storage facilities, transferring
opportunities, shelter, and
other amenities depending
upon site conditions. These
would be located in Waimea,
Prince Kūhiō Plaza, and
Honoka’a. Flex and Zone
services using smaller vehicles
to penetrate neighborhoods
would connect passengers to
the line-haul routes at these
hubs. The smaller vehicles
would be equipped to serve
ADA-eligible passengers.
Park and ride lots are currently
available in Hilo and Ocean
View. New facilities are
proposed for Kea’au, and in the
longer-term Kona, perhaps at
the new transit hub. Park and
ride partnerships should be
explored
with
churches
especially along the Route 60
alignment. Figure 4-1 presents
a hierarchy of transit amenities
at the differing levels of bus
facilities.

Divisions

Currently, Hilo has the only
maintenance facility even
though buses are stored in other locations such as Kona. Maintenance is only conducted in Hilo. If a
breakdown occurs, mechanics are dispatched from Hilo.
As a major transit hub, Kona should have a maintenance facility. Although a maintenance facility in Kona
is intermediate to long-term, a short-term solution would be to negotiate a contract with a private
passenger carrier that has a facility located in a convenient location in Kona. This Service Plan has
identified the need for a secondary maintenance facility. It is recommended that a maintenance facility
be in the Kailua-Kona area. The operational and maintenance requirements, vehicle assignments and
operator assignments operating out of a new facility will be identified in the Capital Plan, following
approval of the Service Plan.
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Figure 4-2. Transit Facility Amenities
TYPE OF BUS FACILITY
Basic Local
Primary
Transit Stop Local Stop

Vendor

Developer and County Agreement

AMENITY

Park and
Ride Lot

Bus Stop Sign on Post
Route Designation on Sign
Route Schedule on Post
Passenger Shelter
Benches and Stools
Leaning Rail
Fare Media Vending Machine
System Map/Fare Info
Route Map/Schedule
Refuse Receptacles
Courtesy Telephone
Landscaping and Artwork
Reinforced Concrete Pad
Specialty Decorative Paving
Basic Ambient Lighting
Multi-Source Lighting
Bicycle Racks & Lockers
Information Kiosk
Real Time Info Display
Bus Bays or Pullouts
Drinking Fountain
Passenger Loading Zones
Turnaround for Buses
Private Vehicle Parking
Bathrooms
Bicycle Sharing
Electronic Bulletin Board
On-Site Management
Car Sharing
Self Serve Library
Cash Machine
Public Telephone
Post Office Vending
Retail Kiosk
Day Care Center
Taxi/Transportation Network
Joint Development
Legend:

Essential
Beneficial in Most
Beneficial in Some

source: Weslin Consulting Services, Inc.
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Satellite
Hub

Hub

In addition to Kona, two additional light duty maintenance hubs are proposed for the longer term: one in
Ka‘ū and one in Waimea. Four buses are currently stored in Ka‘ū. A light duty facility would provide
security,
information,
light
maintenance, fueling, and bus
washing. Major maintenance would
occur in Kona for the Ka‘ū buses and
Hilo for the Waimea buses. Currently,
buses park in a field in Waimea next to
the proposed satellite hub by Parker
Ranch on Pukalani.

Vehicles

Table 4-1 provides the vehicles required to operate the intermediate to long term services for each route
discussed in Chapter 3. The table shows that 39 vehicles are required in peak service to operate the
service. This table shows a row for spares. Eight spares are noted. However, this number will be higher
once the vehicles are assigned to the two divisions. Each division is required to have enough vehicles to
operate the services assigned to that division.
Table 4-1. Intermediate Service Required Vehicles for Proposed System
Route

Vehicle Size

Number

Name

1
2
10
40
60
70
75
80
90
101
102
103
201
202
203
204
301
401
402
403
Zones 1-3

Hilo/Kona
Kona/Hilo
Hilo/Volcano
Hilo/Pahoa/Pohoiki
Hilo/Honokaa
North Kohala-South Kohala
North Kohala-Waimea-Kona
Hilo/South Kohala Resorts
Pahala/South Kohala Resorts
Intra-Hilo Keaukaha
Intra-Hilo Kaumana
Intra-Hilo Waiakea Uka
South Kona via Alii Drive
North Kona via Highway 19
North Kona via Highway 190
South Kona via Kuakini Highway
Waimea Circulator
Hawaiian Paradise Park/Ainaloa
Hawaiian Beaches/Nanawale/Kalapana
Fern Acres/Fern Forest/Hawaiian Acres
Zone Service in Kau and Puna

Subtotal
Spares
Total

x Can use a larger/smaller vehicle
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Cutaway 25
feet or less
1
2

1
1
1
1
x
x
1
1
2
1
1
2
15
3
18

30-45 feet
1
1
2
2
1
1
10
4
x
x
x
1
1
x

24
5
29

4.2.

Technology

Throughout this document a number of technology-based services have been discussed as they relate to
transit. These systems or services will be more fully explored in the Financial and Capital Plans as they
relate to improving Hele-On services and accounting. These include:
Real time GIS based Apps for cell phones and computers used to locate the bus.
Real time electronic displays of bus arrivals at transit hubs.
Interactive website allowing intending passengers to determine their best path to
catch Hele-On and how long they would wait to catch the bus. Additionally, each bus
stop should have a unique number that can be input to identify when the next buses
are arriving at that specific location.
Video surveillance (CCTV) at hubs and on the buses to promote safety.
Automated on bus next stop announcements (drivers should be announcing stops).
Automated passenger counting systems.
Fare collection systems. Hele-On’s system needs to be upgraded. Many systems are
implementing “smart card” technology in an attempt to move away from cash
handling. Many have gone away from using the paper transfer. Hele-On’s transfers
are hand written by the drivers delaying the bus. Honolulu, this summer abolished
the transfer in favor of an all-day pass. Other systems charge per ride, whether the
passenger needs one, two or three buses to complete their trip. Fare options and
collection systems will be further explored in later tasks.
The above list is not meant to be exhaustive, but to give an idea as to where Hele-On should be heading
in the next 20 years.
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5.0 Next Steps
Many service improvements have been proposed for MTA. These changes have been justified by the
technical analysis presented in this report and by some of the detailed comments received from
passengers documented in the Passenger Survey Report. Discussions with bus drivers and passengers
have added to assessment of needs. This detailed assessment included a thorough review of the individual
District Community Development Plans and the County General Plan. The next step is to present these
recommendations to stakeholders and the public, especially those who use the current operation and
have an ability to properly advise on the merits of the recommendations being offered. This will be done
through a series of community meetings to be held in October 2017.
The proposed new routes and service concepts will require supporting infrastructure including new bus
stops, vehicles, and additional drivers. The service plan requires operating and capital funds to be available
for full implementation. The next steps include the development of the Financial and Capital Plan
providing a timeline for implementation phasing.
The Capital Plan will include the capital assets necessary to implement the Transit Master Plan. Capital
costs will be identified in four major categories:






Facility needs including maintenance facility in Kona area,
transit hubs, bus stop zones and park-and-ride facilities.
Passenger amenities including bus stops, signage, shelters,
benches, trash receptacles, lighting requirements and bike
racks.
Vehicle fleet needs and bus replacement schedule.
Other capital items such as fare collection equipment and
real-time information capabilities.

The Financial Plan will include operating cost and revenue projections. A review of the current fare
structure will be included. Plan elements will be itemized and their implementation will be included in
tables sequencing steps needed for their achievement.
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